
 
 
 

Press Release 
 

Sony Unveils World’s Smallest & Lightest Interchangeable Lens Digital Camera 
The new  NEX series delivers true DSLR quality with its Exmor™ APS HD CMOS image sensor and 

Full HD movie recording in a stylish, easy-to-use, ultra-compact body 
 

NEX-5 

Hong Kong, May 11, 2010 – Sony Corporation of Hong Kong Limited today unveiled its first ultra-
compact, interchangeable lens system digital cameras – the  NEX-5 and NEX-3.  Featuring the 
world’s smallest and lightest interchangeable lens digital camera body1, the NEX series allows users to 
effortlessly capture stunning, DSLR quality photos with its new 14.2-megapixel ExmorTM APS HD 
CMOS image sensor and Full HD 1080i videos in AVCHD format with the NEX-5. 
 
“As a leader in innovation, Sony has developed this incomparable new line of  digital cameras which 
allow seasoned or amateur photographers to capture DSLR quality images anytime, anywhere. The 
NEX-5 is the most compact and lightest interchangeable lens camera that you could ever wish for. Its 

                                                            
1 Refers to NEX-5 model when compared with other interchangeable lens digital cameras as of 11 May 2010; Sony research. 
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easy-to-use manual controls enable the capture of professional photos effortlessly,’’ said Mr. Henry Lee, 
Division Managing Director, Hong Kong Marketing Company, Sony Corporation of Hong Kong 
Limited. 
 
Unparalleled Image & Video Quality 
Equipped with the latest ExmorTM APS HD CMOS image sensor and high speed BIONZTM processor, 
the NEX-5 and NEX-3 deliver DSLR image quality and Full HD movie recording with richer tonal 
gradation and lower noise. The NEX-5 delivers Full HD movie recording in either AVCHD or MPEG4 
format, while the NEX-3 records HD videos in MPEG4 format.2 The  cameras also offer higher ISO 
sensitivity of up to 12,800, up to 14.2-megapixel resolution and defocusing to achieve beautiful images 
even in low light environments without having to use a tripod or flash. Users can also record movies in 
stunning Full HD 1080i resolution in either AVCHD or MPEG4 formats.  
 
Leveraging the power of its interchangeable lens system, the NEX-5 and NEX-3 let photographers swap 
between lenses for greater flexibility and precision, and shoot photos and videos with the ultra-compact 
wide-angle, standard zoom, and high-power zoom E-mount lenses. With the optional Ultra Wide-Angle 
Converter and Fisheye Converter and via the use of the A-Mount Adaptor, photographers can also use 
the existing wide range of  A-mount lenses with the NEX-5 and NEX-3, expanding imaging 
possibilities. 
 
Compact, Stylish & Intuitive Design 
Integrating a mirrorless design, the NEX-5 is the smallest and lightest interchangeable lens system 
camera available on the market today. Weighing approximately 229g3  and measuring 110.8mm × 
58.8mm × 38.2mm (W x H x D), the slim and stylish NEX-5 provides both professional and amateur 
photographers the ideal digital camera to carry with them at all times. A mere 24.3mm thick4, the top-of-
line NEX-5 also has the world’s thinnest interchangeable lens digital camera body and can fit perfectly 
into pockets or handbags. Not only that, it offers greater colour variety and choice, the NEX-5 will be 
available in black and silver while the NEX-3 will offer four colour options, including black, red, silver 
and white. 
 

                                                            
2 Movie recording formats for NEX-5: AVCHD (1920 x 1080) and MPEG4 (1440 x 1080, 640 x 480) selectable. 
Movie recording format for NEX-3: MPEG4 only (1280 x 720, 640 x 480). 
3 Weight calculated without battery and Memory Stick inserted. 
4 Distance from front of body to camera’s LCD screen surface. 
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The  NEX series also provides an intuitive user experience with its simplified control layout in full 
colours, featuring a control wheel and two customizable soft keys. The new Graphic User Interface 
features six clearly labeled icons that can be selected by rotating and then pressing the control wheel to 
access shoot settings, a user interface common in compact cameras that makes the NEX series perfect 
for photographers new to extensive manual controls. On top of this, built-in shooting tips provide 
information relevant to the current shooting or mode selection, giving users quick tips on photographic 
techniques as well as various types of scenes and subjects. A separate Movie mode button on the NEX 
series also allows users to switch from still photo capture to movie recording with one click. 
 
Revolutionary DSLR Features in a Compact Form 
Users of the  NEX series cameras will soon be able to capture high quality 3D panoramic photos with 
its new 3D Sweep Panorama mode, which will be available through a firmware update later this year. 
Based on the same Sweep Panorama technology used in existing Cyber-shot TX series models, the 
NEX-5 and NEX-3 can snap realistic 3D panoramic still images that can be displayed on compatible 
BRAVIA 3D TVs via an optional HDMI cable.  
 
 

 
Background Defocus Control 

 

When activated, the Background Defocus Control feature lets photographers intuitively adjust 
background defocusing and depth of field to their desired level by simply rotating the control wheel, 
letting users easily control depth of field to make their subjects stand out dramatically from a blurred 
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background. 5 With the new iAuto (Intelligent Auto) mode, the scene recognition function automatically 
analyzes the scene to determine the correct exposure values and selects the optimum scene for true 
point-and-shoot simplicity.  
 
Furthermore, the 3-inch Xtra fine LCD monitor can be tilted 80° up and 45° down to allow users to view 
their subjects and shoot even at awkward angles. The screen features a high 921,600 dots resolution with 
its 16:9 widescreen display, and integrates TruBlack technology which allows subject details and subtle 
tonal gradations to be displayed with deep blacks and high contrast, making it easy to focus on subjects 
accurately. 
 
Other Intelligent Features 
In addition to Speed Priority Continuous mode shooting at up to 7fps, the NEX-5 and NEX-3 also 
feature the Handheld Twilight mode, letting them easily capture impressive, high resolution images in 
low light conditions without having to use a tripod or flash. 
 
Each camera also sports a memory card slot which enables the use of both Memory Stick and SD media. 
The NEX series is compatible with the latest Memory Stick PRO-HG Duo HX media, enabling the 
fastest transfer speed of up to 4 times that of the Memory Stick PRO Duo Mark 2 and maximizing 
continuous shooting with its large data capacity of up to 32GB. The HX also enhances burst shooting, so 
consumers can afford to shoot more pictures in one minute without missing any key shots during 
shooting compared to using any SD Memory Card now available on the market.  
 
Sony and the Environment 
Sony is consistently engaged in a review of our manufacturing operations and business practices to 
ensure products are developed in an environmentally responsible manner. As part of company-wide 
efforts to recycle valuable resources, a significant portion of the external body of these cameras is made 
from high-quality recycled polycarbonate 6 . Using Sony-exclusive technologies, the high-quality 
polycarbonate extracted from waste CDs is made into external body components for the  cameras. 
 
 
Order Now 

                                                            
5 The level of background defocusing that can be achieved varies according to factors such as lens, subject and background 
distance. 
6 High-quality recycled polycarbonate is recovered during CD manufacturing operations at Sony Music Manufacturing Inc 
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When purchasing the NEX-5 or NEX-3 during the pre-ordering period from May 24 to June 23, 2010, 
you will receive a 16GB SD Memory Card for free. 
 
The new  NEX-5 and NEX-3 will be available in Hong Kong from end of June 2010 with the 
suggested retail prices as follows:  
 
NEX Series Suggested Retail Price 
Pancake Lens Kit  
NEX-5A (with SEL16F28 lens) HK$5,290 
NEX-3A (with SEL16F28 lens) HK$4,390 
Standard Zoom Lens Kit 
NEX-5K (with SEL1855 lens) HK$5,290 
NEX-3K (with SEL1855 lens) HK$4,390 
Double Lens Kit 
NEX-5K (with SEL16F28 & SEL1855 lens) HK$6,290 
NEX-3K (with SEL16F28 & SEL1855 lens) HK$5,390 
High Zoom Lens Kit* 
NEX-5H (with SEL18200 lens) 
* Only available from August and only black colour offer 

TBC 

E-Mount Lens 
SEL16F28 HK$2,290 
SEL1855 HK$2,290 
SEL18200* 
* Only available from August 

TBC 

NEX Accessories  
NP-FW50 InfoLithium Battery HK$450 
LCS-EMB1A Genuine Leather Body Case (Just-fit) for NEX-5 - 
Black/Brown/White 

HK$390 

LCS-EMB2A Genuine Leather Body Case (Just-fit) for NEX-3 - 
Black/White/Red/ Brown 

HK$390 

LCS-EML1A Genuine Leather Lens Jacket for 16mm - Black/White/Red/ 
Brown 

HK$390 

LCS-EML2A Genuine Leather Lens Jacket for 1855mm - 
Black/White/Red/ Brown 

HK$390 
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STP-XH1 Genuine Leather Cross Body Strap - Black/White/Red/ Brown HK$290 
ECM-SST1 Stereo Microphone HK$990 
LA-EA1 A-Mount Adapter HK$1,390 
VCL-ECF1 Fisheye Converter for SEL16F28 lens HK$990 
VCL-ECU1 Ultra-wide Converter for SEL16F28 HK$890 
FDA-SV1 Optical Viewfinder HK$1,390 

 
For customer enquiries please contact Sony sales and services hotline at (852) 2345-2966. 
 
About Hong Kong Marketing Company 
Hong Kong Marketing Company (HKMC), a division of Sony Corporation of Hong Kong Limited, 
provides sales, marketing and after sales services for Sony’s consumer electronics products as well as 
broadcast and professional products in Hong Kong and Macau. For more information on Sony’s 
products and services, please visit its web site on www.sony.com.hk. 
 
About make.believe 
“make.believe” (make dot believe) is a Group-wide brand message that unites Sony’s communications 
initiatives across electronics, games, movies, music, mobile phones and network services. 
“make.believe” symbolizes the spirit of Sony – the power of creativity, the ability to turn ideas into 
reality and the belief that anything you can imagine, you can make real.  
 
 

### 
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Specifications on  NEX Series 
 
Model NEX-5 NEX-3 
System  
  

Camera type   Interchangeable lens digital camera 
Lens compatibility  Sony E-mount lenses 

Image sensor  Type   APS-C type (23.4x15.6mm), 
"Exmor" APS HD CMOS sensor with RGB primary colour filters 

Effective no. of pixels (approx.)  14.2 megapixels 
Total no. of pixels (approx.)  14.6 megapixels 
Anti-Dust system  Charge protection coating on  

low-pass filter and electro-magnetic vibration 
Recording 
system 
(still image)  

Recording format  JPEG (DCF Ver.2.0, Exif Ver.2.3, MPF Baseline compliant),  
RAW (Sony ARW 2.2 format), RAW & JPEG 

 Image size 
(pixels)  Aspect ratio 3:2  

L: 4592x3056 (14M),  
M: 3344x2224 (7.4M),  
S: 2288x1520 (3.5M) 

Aspect ratio 
16:9  

L: 4592x2576 (12M),  
M: 3344x1872 (6.3M),  
S: 2288x1280 (2.9M) 

Image quality modes  RAW, RAW & JPEG, JPEG Fine, JPEG Standard 
Other features  
 

Creative style:  
Standard, Vivid, Portrait, Landscape, Sunset, B/W  (Contrast, 

Saturation, Sharpness adjustable in +/-3 steps)  
Dynamic Range functions:  

Off, D-Range Optimizer (Auto, Lv 1-5), Auto HDR (Auto 
Exposure Diff., Adjustable Exposure Diff.: up to 6EV between 

1.0EV to 6EV in 1 EV steps) 
 Color space   sRGB, Adobe RGB 
Recording 
system  
(movie)  

Recording format  AVCHD, MP4 Video 
Compression: MPEG-4 AVC 

(H.264), Audio recording 
format: Dolby Digital (AC-

3)/MPEG-4 AAC-LC 

MP4 Video Compression: 
MPEG-4 visual, Audio 

recording format: MPEG-4 
AAC-LC 

 Image size (pixels)  [1080/50i-compatible / PAL] 
AVCHD: 1920x1080  

(50i / Average bit rate 17Mbps), 
MP4: 1440x1080  

(25fps / Average bit rate 
12Mbps),  

VGA: 640x480  
(25fps / Average bit rate 

3Mbps) 

MP4: 1280 x 720  
(29.97fps / Average bit rate 

9/6Mbps),  
VGA: 640 x 480  

(29.97fps / Average bit rate 
3Mbps) 

Media  
 

Memory Stick PRO Duo / Memory Stick PRO-HG Duo / SD 
memory card / SDHC memory card / SDXC memory card 

Noise reduction  
 
 

Long exposure NR: 
On/Off selectable, available of shutter speeds longer than 1 sec.  

High ISO NR: 
Auto/Weak selectable, available at ISO 1600 or higher 

White balance  White balance modes  Auto, Daylight, Shade, Cloudy, Incandescent,  
Fluorescent, Flash, C. temp./Filter  

(2500- 9900k with 19-step Magenta/Green compensation) 
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Model NEX-5 NEX-3 
Focus system   Type   Contrast-detection AF 

Sensitivity range   EV0-20 （ISO100 equivalent, with F2.8 lens attached) 
Focus modes  

 
Autofocus / DMF (Direct Manual Focus) / Manual Focus selectable

Autofocus mode: AF-S (Single-shot AF) /  
AF-C (Continuous AF) selectable 

Focus area   Multi (25 points) / Center / Flexible spot selectable 
Other features  

 
Predictive control, Focus lock, Built-in AF illuminator  

(Distance: approx. 0.3-4.0m with E 16 F2.8 lens, approx. 0.5-3.0m 
with E 18-55mm F3.5-5.6 OSS) 

Exposure 
Control  

Metering system  Type 49-zone metering 

  Sensitivity 
range  

EV0-20 （ISO100 equivalent, with F2.8 lens attached) 

  Metering modes Multi / Center / Spot selectable 
 Exposure 

Control  
Exposure modes Programmed AE (Auto, iAUTO, P), Aperture priority (A),  

Shutter-speed priority (S), Manual (M) 
 Scene selection  Portrait, Landscape, Macro, Sports Action, Sunset,  

Night portrait, Night View, Hand-held Twilight 

 Exposure 
compensation  

+/-2.0EV in 1/3EV steps 

 Exposure 
bracketing  

3 continuous exposures, in 0.3 or 0.7EV steps 

 AE lock  AE is locked with focus lock 
 ISO sensitivity 

 
AUTO (ISO200-1600）, ISO200 to 12800 selectable  

(in 1EV steps, Recommended Exposure Index) 
LCD monitor  Type   7.5cm (3.0-type) wide type TFT,  

Xtra Fine LCD with TruBlack Technology 
Total no. of dots  921,600 dots 
Brightness control  Auto / Manual (5 steps between -2 and +2) / Sunny Weather 

 Field coverage   100% 
 Adjustable angle   Up by approx. 80 degrees, down by approx. 45 degrees  

(from the camera back) 
Display  
 

Histogram display, real-time image adjustment display  
(reflects exposure compensation, white balance, creative style) 

Other features  
 
 

Face detection (up to 8 faces detectable automatically),  
Smile shutter (selectable from 3 steps), Precision digital zoom 
(1.1x - 10x)*, Grid line, MF assist, Shooting tips, Help guide  

*Compatible only with single focal length lenses 
Shutter  Type   Electronically controlled, vertical traverse, focal-plane type 

Shutter speeds   1/4000 to 30 sec, Bulb 
Flash sync. speed   1/160 sec. 
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Model NEX-5 NEX-3 
Drive Modes  Drive modes  

 

Single-shot, Continuous 
shooting, Speed-priority 

continuous shooting, Self-timer 
(10/2 sec delay selectable),  

Self-timer (Cont.)  
(with 10 sec delay, 3/5 
exposures selectable),  
Remote commander*   

*Separately sold remote 
commander RMT-DSLR1 is 

necessary 

Single-shot, Continuous 
shooting, Speed-priority 

continuous shooting, Self-timer 
(10/2 sec delay selectable), 

Self-timer (Cont.)  
(with 10 sec delay, 3/5 
exposures selectable) 

Continuous shooting (approx.)  Continuous mode: max. 2.3 fps  
Speed-priority continuous mode: max 7 fps  

*varies according to shooting conditions and memory card used 
No. of frame recordable* (approx.)  Standard: 16, Fine: 14, RAW: 7, RAW & JPEG: 7  

*varies according to shooting conditions and memory card used 
Playback  Single (with or without shooting information, RGB histogram & 

highlight/shadow warning), 6/12-frame index view, Enlarged 
display mode (L: 13x, M: 10x, S: 6.7x, Panorama Standard: 24x, 

Panorama wide: 34x), Image orientation, Slideshow 
Interface  PC interface   USB2.0 Hi-speed (Mass-storage, PTP) 
 HD output   HDMI mini connector (Type-C), BRAVIA Sync (link menu), 

PhotoTV HD 
Compatible OS (USB connection)  Windows(R) XP* SP3, Windows Vista(R) SP2, Windows 7 

Mac OS X (v10.3-ｖ10.6)  
*64-bit editions and Starter Edition not supported. Windows Image 
Mastering API (IMAPI) Ver. 2.0 or greater is necessary to create 

disks. 
Audio  Microphone  

 
Built-in stereo microphone or ECM-SST1 (sold separately) 

attachable to Smart Accessory Terminal 

Speaker   Built-in, monaural, Volume settings in 8 steps between 0 and 7 
Flash  Type   External flash (supplied), attachable to Smart Accessory Terminal 
 Guide No.   7 （in meters at ISO100）  * equivalent 
 Flash coverage   16mm (focal length printed on lens body) 

Control   P-TTL metering 
Flash compensation  +/- 2EV in 1/3 EV steps 
Flash modes  

 
Flash off, Autoflash, Fill-flash, Slow Sync., Rear Sync.    
Red-eye reduction on/off selectable for Autoflash and  

fill-flash mode 
 Recyling time   Approx. 4 sec. 
Print  Compatible standards  Exif Print, Print Image Matching III, DPOF setting 
Power  Battery   One rechargeable battery pack NP-FW50 

Battery performance  Approx. 330 images (CIPA standard) 
External power   Battery charger BC-VW1 (supplied), 

AC Adaptor AC-PW20AM (optional) 
Weight  With battery and Memory Stick 

PRO Duo included 
Approx. 287g Approx. 297ｇ 

 Body  Approx. 229g Approx. 239ｇ 
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Model NEX-5 NEX-3 
Dimensions (WHD)  110.8 x 58.8  x 38.2  mm 

(without protrusions) 
117.2 x 62.6 x 33.4 mm 

(without protrusions) 

Operating temperature  0-40  
 

 


